A financial evaluation of DDOS defences dynamics from an
organisational perspective: how long will these defences hold?
Summary / abstract
This paper reports on the financial evaluation of DDOS reference architecture and
associated policies settings using system dynamics. DDOS peak attack capacity and
cyber security costs have been growing exponentially over time. This raises the question
which structure explains investment behaviour in this area. We believe system dynamics
modelling is appropriate due to cyber security due to its dynamic complexity in this
field. This complexity follows from attacker-defender interaction and the response of the
resilient organisation.
We identified relevant security metrics, their (delayed) interrelations and resulting
feedback loops. By capturing this structure in an investment model we were able to cope
with the often observed difficulty in the field of cyber security of estimating financial
impact of policy settings. We were able to align DDOS defence measures effectiveness
with vulnerabilities and (potential) impacts of DDOS attacks in the model. Our model
reveals tipping points in long term financial performance which indicate important
changes in policy effectiveness. We believe a rat race between attacker and defender by
increasing defence capacity over time is not sustainable. Based on our initial model
simulation we analyse six alternative solutions.
DDos, Attacker – Defender Dynamics, Security Economics
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Introduction and reference mode
A Denial of Service (DOS) attack has the purpose of preventing legitimate users from
using a specific network resource. A Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) attack is a
coordinated attack on the availability of services of a given target system or network
that has been launched indirectly through compromised computer systems (Specht and
Lee 2004). In 2016 a massive DDOS attack of 600 Gbps (Gigabit per second. GBPS is a
metrics for measuring the size of a DDOS attack) has been claimed (Khandelwal 2016).
However, most attacks involve less bandwidth. Ungureanu (2016) indicated that 50% of
all attacks are topped at 50 Gbps and some at 100 Gbps. In the scientific literature no
papers are been found on DDOS attack behaviour. Most scientific literature on DDOS
covers areas such as taxonomy of attackers, taxonomy of defences, technicalities,
specific counter measures. Nonetheless, commercial reports, like Imperva Incapsula
(2016), showed similar behaviour as identified by Edwards et al. (2016) in the area of
data breaches: a heavy-tailed distribution. In the case of DDOS this distribution applies
to both magnitude and duration. Depending on the magnitude and duration of the
DDOS attack, economic consequences can be huge to organizations. These economic
consequences are caused by unavailability of services resulting from a successful
DDOS attack. Unavailable services evoke a delay of revenue generation or even a
revenue loss. In addition customers might contact these targeted organisations with
questions about service performance and availability. Addressing this questions will
take additional effort and evoke additional costs for customer service and
communication departments. Furthermore alternative service delivery to these
customers requires additional resourcing. If large (business) customers are involved
organisations might even face legal claims for not delivering services as stated in
underlying agreements.

Fig 1. DDOS Survey peak attack size year over year (derived from Arbor Networks 2016) enhanced by non-linear increase

During the last decade we observed a non-linear increase in the DDOS peak attack size.
Figure 1 (Arbor Networks 2016) indicates a three percent month on month increase of
attack size. In more or less the same time period we also see a similar increase in the
cyber security spending. Although Figure 2 (Atlantic Council 2015) is related to
spending in the US it might considered an industry wide trend. This figure also
demonstrates a non-linear increase of approximately nine percent year on year. This
trend is mainly explained by the impact of cyber security incidents (Atlantic Council
2015).
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Fig 2. Cybersecurity spending in US in relation to GDP . (derived from Atlantic Council 2015)

These trends might seem logical since they point to an increase on both the attacker and
the defender side. Yet, Martinez-Moyano et al. (2011) indicated that defenders are
subject to the detection trap. This means defenders are only inclined to invest in security
if the attack is detected / visible. As a consequence security investments will be made
directly after a successful attack. In those situations it is likely that suppliers are in a
much stronger position to increase their prices. Hence, the increased spending in cyber
security can be explained by both attack behaviour and decision making behaviour of
parties involved.
In business sectors with declining margins a structural increase of cyber security cost
will present a challenge in the long run. For instance, the financial sector has to cope
with declining margins. Figure 3 (statistica 2016) indicate that US financial institutions
have a four percent year on year declining interest margin.

Fig 3. Average interest margins banks US 1995 – 2015 (derived from statista.com 2016)

In conclusion, an increasing DDOS attack peak requires investments in higher DDOS
protection, while decreasing margins yield less available investment budget. In such a
situation it is difficult to keep an investments in line with observed attack behaviour.
However, if a part of this increasing security cost trend can be explained by decision
making behaviour, how can this trend be influenced by the DDOS defence policy
setting?
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According to Warren (2016a) system dynamics modelling is complementary to
enterprise architecture and can be used for business case design for financial decision
making (Warren’s 2016b). This research in the field of DDOS defences in a financial
organisation is an example of the operationalization of his thoughts. This paper is about
evaluating DDOS policy settings by testing these in a system dynamics model. This
paper explains why system dynamics model building is appropriate, addresses basic
literature on DDOS attack and defences, explains the different components of the
system dynamics model on DDOS and provides insights into policy evaluation.
Why system dynamic modelling?
The heavy-tailed distribution of DDOS attack behaviour might raise uncertainty about
the probability of being attacked, the duration and the impact of the attack. As a
consequence making investment decisions regarding DDOS policy becomes a difficult
process, because potential benefits are related to the prevention of these attacks.
Difficult elements to estimate have been, among others, damage, benefits and value
(Rue et al 2007, Su 2006) which can significantly impact security decision making
(Graves et al 2016). Tversky and Kahneman (1973)) showed that decision makers
employ simple mental processes or heuristics in case of such uncertainty. So, in the
absence of clear indicators on which to base decisions, other means for investment
evaluation will be used, like Fear, Uncertainty and Doubt (FUD) (Tongia and Kanika
2003) or willingness to pay (Anderson 2013), or delayed decision making may occur
(Böhme and Moore 2016).
When defenders’ perceived uncertainty about implementing the right counter measures
is too high, the defender will use reactive security management (Böhme and Moore
2016) and therefore might be susceptible to the detection trap. Falling for the detection
trap can be seen as counterintuitive behaviour of a complex system that arises from the
interactions of the system’s agents over time. Sterman (2006) and Forrester (1971) call
this dynamic complexity. A complex system, like DDOS defences, has the following
characteristics: constantly changing, tightly coupled, governed by feedback, non-linear,
history dependent, self-organizing, characterized by trade-offs, counterintuitive and
policy resistant (Sterman 2006, 2000). Zeijlemaker (2016a, 2016b) argues that these
characteristics can be found in the attacker – defender interactions and response of the
organisation. The attacker – defender interaction is an ongoing dynamic between
attacker and defender both searching for the weakest link. This link will be used for
attacking and defending respectively and both agents will anticipate and learn from each
other’s actions (Clayton et al 2015, Libicki et al 2015, Su 2006, Böhme and Moore
2016, Barth et al 2012, Martinez-Moyano et al 2015). A successful attack will result
into a defender to mitigate the associated impact. A resilient organization will maintain
positive adjustment under challenging conditions and emerges under these conditions
more powerful through a sophisticated band of learning (Vogus and Sutcliffe 2007,
Reinmoeller and Baardwijk 2005, Martinez-Moyano et al. 2015). The resilient
organization might be negatively affected by efficiency improvements through the
capability trap (Repenning and Sterman 2002) and adaptability trap (Rahmandad and
Repenning 2015). Zeijlemaker (2016a, 2016b) also argues that system dynamic
modelling helps to understand this complex system, address the dynamic complexity
and therefore provide a deeper insight in financial consequences of DDOS policy
setting. System dynamics provide insights in feedback loops and time delays (Sterman
2006)
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The DDOS model structure
Two main forms of DDOS attacks can be recognized: bandwidth depletion attacks and
resource depletion attacks (Naykude et al 2015, Maheshwari and Krishna 2013, Mittal
et al 2011, Zhang and Parashar 2006, Specht and Lee 2004). In a bandwidth depletion
attack large volumes of IP traffic are sent to a target's network to congest it. This
network experience packet loss and slows down, crashes or suffers from network
bandwidth saturation preventing access by legitimate users (Specht and Lee 2004). In a
resource depletion attack the attacker sends malformed packets that tie up system
resources so that none are left for legitimate users (Maheshwari and Krishna, 2013).
Examples of these resources are sockets, CPU, memory, disk/database bandwidth and
I/O bandwidth (Zargar 2013). Compared to bandwidth depletion attacks less volume is
needed for these resource depletion attacks.
Moreover Zargar (2013) also recognized that DDOS attacks exploit vulnerabilities and
implementation bugs in the software implementation of services. According to
Maheshwari and Krishna (2013) DDOS attacks can be performed at three levels: the
network level, the operating system level and the application level. For this paper we
distinguish bandwidth depletion attacks and targeted resource attacks. As a consequence
in this paper targeted resource attacks include resource depletion attacks and DDOS
attacks exploiting vulnerabilities in implementation bugs. The paper does not
distinguish different layers like network, operating system and application level.
All of these DDOS attacks have the following three characteristics;
•

•

•

Especially DDOS bandwidth attacks generate large volume flow that
overwhelms a target. In order to make the response and detect time as low as
possible detection and defence of DDOS should be as close to the attacker as
possible (Zhang and Parashar 2006, Khajuria and Srivastava 2013). Therefore a
DDOS defence policy may include the internet service provider (ISP) and
defence capabilities that are able to handle large volumes like a cloud solution or
a content delivery network.
The need for volume and no content provides the attacker the means to make
packets identical to legitimate traffic (Zhang and Parashar 2006, Khajuria and
Srivastava 2013). This makes low volume DDOS attacks harder to detect.
Especially the targeted resources attack can be made by closely mimicking
normal traffic.
Given the bursty nature of internet traffic DDOS detection is difficult (Zhang
and Parashar 2006).

These DDOS characteristics give rise to the following. There is a need to have insights
in how to defend against these attacks. The literature on DDOS attack and DDOS
defence taxonomies provides a deeper understanding on the challenges of the denial of
service field (Douligeris and Mitrokotsa 2004, Mirkovic et al 2004, Specht and Lee
2004). These studies have recognized some preventive, detective and responsive
mechanisms. Apart from these Douligeris and Mitrokotsa (2004) emphasized 'intrusion
tolerance and mitigation' while Specht and Lee (2004) recognized post attacks forensics.
This model has been built based on various subject matter expert (SME) interviews,
DDOS reference architecture and policies in line with the process described by Sterman
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(2000) and Pruyt (2013). In the following the appropriate data to this system has been
included. During construction of the system dynamics model it became clear that DDOS
defence policies include a mixture of the above mentioned mechanisms. It also became
evident that the system dynamic model goes beyond the scope of processes, technology
and also include the behaviour of different agents like, government, law enforcement,
attacker, internet service provider, cloud provider. These agents have a role in this
complex system. Consequently, the DDOS model contains the following sub-models
(for a detailed explanation of sub models see Appendix 1 of the supportive material) as
shown in Figure 4:
• Sub model 1: attackers perspective: DDOS attack.
• Sub model 2: defenders perspective: Bandwidth attack.
• Sub model 3: defenders perspective: targeted resource attack.
• Sub model 4: the resilient organisation: threat intelligence.
• Sub model 5: the resilient organisation: major incident response.
• Output model 6: customer impact.
• Output model 7: financial impact.
• Output model 8: financial evaluation.
Sub model 1 on attackers behaviour is about the probability that an attacker will attack
and the type of attack the attacker will use. In this paper the word hacker has been used,
however it should be noted that a hacker is a skilled person in the field of cyber security
that may use his skill for the purpose of good (white hat) or bad (black hat) oboth (grey
hat). In this paper we focus on black hat hacking . In our model the attacker can use a
bandwidth attack or targeted resource attack. The probability of being attacked depends
on the successfulness of an attack. In this paper a successful DDOS attack is defined as
an DDOS attack that results in a negative customer service impact. A successful attack
will increase the probability of further attacks due to word-of-mouth effect that alerts
other hackers to a perceived vulnerable organisation1. On the other hand, the
probability of being attacked will decline if national governments intervene by arresting
the hacker and/ or destroying the botnet used for DDOS attacks. An unsuccessful attack
might result in a second stronger attempt. Hereafter the probability of attacks will
decrease because hackers are going to look for another target. Attacker innovation is
also triggered by unsuccessful attacks, because the attackers are going to search for new
ways of attacking. Thus the future probability of an attack might increase due to an
unsuccessful DDOS attack.

1

These are various dominant loop in the model (word-of-mouth effect jacker, perceived vulnerable organization,
hacker works harder and hacker looks for other target.
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Bandwidth DDOS attack

Sub model 1: DDOS
attack behavior
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Chance DDOS attack
DDOS bandwidth attack
DDOS targeted resource attack
Different DDOS MO’s

Sub model 2: Defense
against bandwidth attacks
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Defense at ISP
Defense at cloud
Network usage
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Budgetary pressure
Global improvement initiatives.

observed attack
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targeted
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Sub model 3: Defense
against targeted DDOS
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Defences against targeted
resource attack in place
DDOS testing
Resolving vulnerabilities as
priority
Resolved vulnerabilities for
DDOS attack MO’s
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Sub model 4: threat
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Architectural norms for:
Defense at location
Defense at ISP
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Fig 4. Overview DDOS model: relations between sub models. Blue = defender Red =
attacker black = response of resilient organization
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Total customer impact of
successful DDOS attack
Total damage avoidance of
unsuccessful DDOS attack

The defender will receive information about hackers’ behaviour through other
organisations and their own organisation. This is called threat intelligence. Based on the
analysis of this information the defender can decide to upgrade the defences (sub model
4 threat intelligence) during regular life cycle management2. Threat intelligence can
only be used if sufficient staff is available to analyse this information and this staff is
not occupied with other activities. The defender has defences in place for bandwidth
attacks (sub model 2 defence against bandwidth attacks) and targeted DDOS attacks
(sub model 3 defence against targeted DDOS attacks). For bandwidth attacks these
defences can be at the location of the defender, at the internet service provider(s) or in
the cloud (the cloud can be seen as a shared defence capability that can absorb a very
large amount of an DDOS attack with a large magnitude). Depending on the
successfulness of the hacker’s actions the defender might decide to directly upgrade or
over time downgrade his defences2. Downgrading is likely to be realised due to
budgetary pressure and a lack of observed attacks.
Another part of the model focuses on a different form of DDOS attacks, the targeted
DDOS attacks. On one hand the defender has specific measures in place and on the
other hand the defender will search for vulnerabilities by specific DDOS testing and
then resolve them2. A successful targeted DDOS attack will evoke temporary higher
effort on solving vulnerabilities. All these defence related activities will cost the
organisation money (output model 7 cost of defences).
If an attack is successful the defender needs to respond to this attack for mitigating the
effects of the attack on the organisation (sub model 5 major incident response). In this
study this is called major incident response in line with the jargon of the investigated
organisation. During this response selected senior staff will stop their regular day to day
activities and resolve this major incident. If an organisation has to mitigate too many
successful attacks its staff can be fully occupied with resolving these incidents. In such a
case the organisation suffers from the capability trap and activities such as threat
intelligence analysis or even strategic project implementation, are slowed down or
temporary stopped3. The effect of a successful attack on the organisation might be
threefold. Customers cannot perform intended transactions, the organisation has
additional costs for maintaining its service levels and in worst case scenario customers
go elsewhere (output model 6 customers perspective). Customer churn is increased by
declining trust evoked by multiple successful attacks in a certain time period.
In the final submodel all financial aspects of this system are aggregated and evaluated
(output model 8 financial evaluation). For evaluation the total effects on cash-flow
(Dorsman 2003) and the total benefits of the investment compared to the cost of
security investment (Anderson et al. 2013, Brecht and Norway 2013) are considered.
The first is called in this research “total money spent” and the latter “net present
security value4”. The net present security value will also consider the time impact of
money.

2

Upgrade defenses based on threat intel is a goal seeking dominant loop in the model, adjusting defenses bases on
successfulness of the attacker are dominant loops as well as resolving vulnerabilities
3
Strategic project delay might be potential dominant loop but depends on the upgrade or downgrade of defenses.
4 Net present security value can be explained as Total financial impact for security investment decisions taking into
account the time value of money. Total financial impact for security investment decisions can be explained as the
total cost of the damage of avoided successful DDOS attacks minus the total cost of the DDOS defence and the total
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Model validation and testing
Following Forrester and Senge
(1979), Barlas (1996) and
Sterman (2000) we have tested
and validated the structure and
the behavior of our model.
Amongst others, we validated the
structure by interview, model
walk through and comparison
with DDOS papers, DDOS
policies and DDOS reference
architecture. In addition model
Fig 5. Reference mode (DDOS cost over time) 36 months of model behavior has been compared with the
behavior has been compared with lowest possible contract – cost, the maximum contract cos and the average
actual behavior with regards to
various variables. More detailed information on testing and validation can be found in
Appendix 2 of the supportive material. Initial values underlying sources are explained in
Appendix 3 of the supportive material.
The evaluation of the reference mode is based on the net present value and total money
spent over the first 36 months. During this period there were no successful DDOS
attacks observed. Therefore the only possible cash impact is related to contract cost, as
there is no temporary service loss.
Figure 5 indicates that the behavior of
the model is in line with the contract
costs. Since the various contracts have
variable and fixed price elements
comparison has been made with the
minimum cost, maximum cost and the
contracted value.
The net present security value should
be positive during this period because
DDOS defense contributes towards
organizational defense. This behavior is
Fig 6. Net present security value. Red line indicate 0 euro
visible in Figure 6.

cost of damage of successful DDOS attacks. The avoided damage will be partially considered in line with Gordon
and Loeb (2003)
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Policy evaluation

Fig 7. Net present security value over 240 months. Redline is 0

Fig 8. Total consequences in cash

The validated model can now be run for a very long time period based on current policy
settings and behaviour of agents in this complex systems., This is called the initial
simulation. In this simulation we ran 5.000 different runs and presented the figures in
the form of a sensitivity analysis in this paper. Figure 7 shows a more or less table
pattern between month 60 and month 120 and here-after a strong decline. Figure 8
indicate that the cash impact of successful attacks and DDOS cost increase after month
120. This behaviour can be explained by the following three developments. First, the
shared defences at the level of ISP and in the cloud have to mitigate more and heavier
DDOS attacks over time. Since these defences are shared it might more often happen

Fig 9. Sensitivity analysis DDOS defense available in the cloud. Below the
red line no defense capacity is available. The probability of non-available
develops from 5% to 25% as from month 40

that (a part of) the defence is used for mitigating
attacks on others, resulting into more defence
capacity needed at the own location. This is
visible in Figures 9 and 10. Second, the
defences against targeted DDOS attack will
improve over time and maintain an equilibrium
compared with the attackers’ innovation pace
from month 120 onwards as shown in Figures
11 ad 12. Third, Figure 13 shows that the cost of
DDOS defence will increase strongly while the
benefits of successful DDOS protection shows a
stable increase. This increase of DDOS defence
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Fig 10. Sensitivity analysis on defense capacity available at the ISP. Below
the red line no defense capacity is available. The probability of nonavailable is approx. 5% as from month 30

Fig 11. Effective DDOS protection at resource level. Maximum defense
effectiveness has been reached at month 120.

cost is caused by inflation and more
capacity needed, while the price
lowering effect caused by innovation is
expected to have a limited impact on
this increase.
The financial evaluation indicates that
the effectiveness of DDOS policy
settings will deteriorate after month
120, indicating that money spent on
Fig 12. Cumulative (not mitigated) attacks. After month 120 the increase
DDOS
will contribute less and less to
in successful DDOS attacks declines
the financial business performance.
From a security perspective this financial trends implies that current DDOS defence

Fig 13. Sensitivity analysis of the cost optimum (= all negative cash impacts of DDOS defences and successful DDOS attacks) with red line
indicating exponential growth versus fraction of (in line with Gordon Loub) sensitivity analysis of damage avoidance (= benefits of not having
a successful DDOS attack) with redline indicating linear growth

policy settings seems to lose their effectiveness over time. Böhme (2010) lists the
following options for decision making: risk mitigation, risk avoidance, risk transfer and
risk retention5 We believe risk avoidance is no suitable strategy because it implies
moving from online activities to off-line activities which will result into significant
increase of search and transaction cost. Therefore we simulate the following policy
settings:
- Increase investment pace (risk mitigation)
- Increase footprint of business activities (risk mitigation)
- Engage in a trusted network initiative (risk transfer)
- Lobby for stronger government and law enforcement intervention (risk transfer)
- Accept these cost for doing business (risk acceptance)
- Accept lower service levels (risk acceptance)
5

In this paper we used the following definitions:
•
Risk retention is a decision to have a monetary reserve at the organization itself to cope with unexpected
financial claims or losses, comparable with self-insurance.
•
Risk mitigation involves taking measures that reduces the probability that a specific risk will occur and/or
the associated impact of that risk when its occurs.
•
Risk transfer implies that another organization is willing to take the financial burden of a specific risk
when it occurs (insurance).
• Risk acceptance is taking the decision to accept a specific risk without taking additional measures. Usually
risk acceptance takes place when the cost of additional measures are higher compared to the consequences
of this risk .
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In Appendix 4 of the supportive material the model parameters for each scenario are
included.
The risk mitigation strategy of
increasing the investment pace
implies increasing all organisational
defence capabilities more frequently
during regular life cycle
management if threat intelligence
information indicates increased
attacker capabilities. Compared to
Figure 7, Figure 14 shows a stronger
Fig 14. Net Present Security Value for simulation “increase investment
decline in net present security value
pace”. The redline indicate 0
which means this is not a financial
solid policy adjustment. The additional investment in security defences does not lead to
benefits in the sense of preventing the attacks.

Fig 15. Net Present Security Value for simulation “increase footprint of
business activities”. The redline indicate 0
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The risk mitigation strategy of
increasing the footprint of business
activities implies a concentration of
assets and customers into one customer
service platform over time. This means
also more means can be allocated to
this platform for protecting it from
DDOS attacks. Therefore Figure 15
shows an overall higher and stable net
present security value. This higher
stable value also provides the
opportunity to absorb more
investment if needed.

Fig 16. The trusted network imitative a comparison with the initial simulation on Net Present Security Value and number of successful DDOS
attacks. The red line indicate 0

The risk transfer strategy of engaging in a trusted network initiative. This initiative
implies that after the detection of a very large DDOS attack the trusted network will
temporarily be disconnected from the internet and only local communication within this
network remains active. International internet traffic will be blocked for the duration of
the DDOS attack. Costs will be incurred outside the boundaries of the organisations and
each participant in such an initiative should bear a part of these costs. In the simulation
we allocated some “assumed cost” of such initiative. This strategy shows a slightly less
declining net present value and slightly less increase of the number of successful
DDOS attacks over time as seen in Figure 16.
The risk transfer strategy for lobbying for more government and law enforcement
intervention will have an cost impact on the government. Despite the fact that DDOS
attack capacity growth might be impacted (Figure 17), the number of mitigated attacks
is more or less the same compared to the initial simulation. This might be explained by
either the DDOS botnet resilience, or intervention impact through DDOS botnet
destruction or hackers prosecution needs to be improved significantly. Another option
might be lowering the possible foothold
for DDOS botnets, especially internet of
things. Internet of things are relatively
poor protected and easily misused.
Legislation about ownership for internet
of things should improve its security and
therefore the possibilities for
exploitation (Schneier 2016). The
strategies of accepting the cost for doing
Fig 17. DDOS capacity development under the assumption of stronger
government and law enforcement intervention.
business or accept the lower service
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levels implies that the decline in financial performance due to DDOS attacks or lower
availability of services will be accepted. For these no additional simulation is needed.
Summary of findings and discussion
According to Warren (2016a) system dynamics modelling is complementary to
enterprise architecture and can be used for business case design for financial decision
making (Warren’s 2016b). This research in the field of DDOS defences in a financial
organisation is an example of the operationalization of his thoughts. The model we have
built relates DDOS defence capabilities to DDOS defence vulnerabilities and the impact
of DDOS attacks. By following Böhme (2010) we were able to merge various security
metrics with relevant feedback loops and time delay effects into an investment model.
We believe our modelling technique addresses some of the difficulties in estimating
financial variables. Our model is based on 36 months of historical performance of an
organisation and 204 months of future simulation and provides tipping points in long
term financial performance as indicators of a change in policy effectiveness. Based on
our initial simulation we identified the need for policy change and defined six different
alternatives. Our model indicates that keeping increasing the defences in line with the
attackers’ strength will cost more and more time and might not even considered
sustainable. We showed that increasing the footprint of business activities provides a
better base for future investment. In addition other forms of DDOS defence cooperation
should be investigated further, like trusted network imitative or far stronger and faster
means of government intervention against botnet or hackers. This investigation is
needed because it will have a cost impact on agents outside the boundaries of this
model. Another option is to accept the higher cost for doing business or lower service
performance.
Due to the lack of data we have used dimensionless multipliers as described by Fischer
(2005) to capture certain variables and modelled attack “events” instead of using the
attack-unit of megabit per second (Mbps). We also used a monthly time unit and time
steps of 0.25 to cope with the different time period between decision making and DDOS
attack duration. In addition we hope to improve this model by making it a multi-country
model so the model can be used for group wide policy evaluation as well.
In addition future research should indicate to what extent and under what circumstances
this way of modelling can improve financial decision making in the field of cyber
security by comparing this method with others.
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